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Abstract— In these days, there are so much conflicts in a society
and we have difficulties in decision-making through continuous
conflicts. In order to quickly deal with social conflict, the study is
necessarily to identify public opinion on problem, conflict faced in
common, and the interests of the conflict parties. This study will
propose an algorithm that allows you to quickly grasp the positive/
negative opinions of a particular conflict. The subject of society
conflict is free school meals in Korean elementary schools. The data
have been collected from Naver articles comment-keyword “free
school meals”. After data collecting, Naver articles comment separates
positive and negative. We are construct sentiment lexicon and develop
algorithm that can automatically classify.

II. RELATED STUDY

Keywords—Opnion Mining, Sentiment Analysis, Free Meal,
Online Comment.
I. INTRODUCTION

S

INCE democratization has radically evolved in South Korea
from the 1980s, society has been diversified. The various
types of conflict has occurred due to the conflict of another
philosophy, value, interest. Recently, the large-scale public
works and policies is promoted and repaired by the government.
So the public conflict occurred frequently. The public conflict
lead to a waste of social costs such as the occurrence of costs
associated with the delay of the time in the process to resolve the
conflict [1].
Therefore, it is important to understand positive/negative
decision of the conflict for quick decision making about social
conflict. Research to study positive/negative of social conflict
have been progress through qualitative research such as most of
the questions. However the communication made in
conventional face to face has changed in social communication
because we occur the change of how and where to
communication due to coming „big data era‟ [2]. It means that
the positive/negative grasp of social issue is possible through
the social communication. Moreover, the social network service,
internet media will be able to send and receive data in real time.
So it is useful to quickly understand the specific social problems
The data using this study is news comment contained keyword
“free meals” from October 24, 2010 to January 10, 2012. In this
paper, we suggest algorithm that can be classified which
positive or negative about new comment.
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Opinion mining is the field of study that analyzes people‟s
opinions, sentiments, evaluations, appraisals, attitudes, and
emotions towards products, services, issues [3]. And opinion
mining purpose to decide and use opinion of positive/negative
in text data [4]. Recently, opinion mining has actively promoted
in a variety of fields such as politics, business, culture and
medical. Sentiment vocabulary is very different in each field.
Therefore we can use sentiment dictionary specializing in topic
and field [5].
Beomil kang at el.(2013) has been described differences of
topic composition according to liberal leanings and
conservative leanings news article about 18 presidential
election using topic modeling algorithm. As a result, this paper
can confirm that the news article was reported according to
tendency by their ideology. Also, this paper can find that topic
based opinion mining is able to performance about valuable
function of decision analysis.
III. RAESEARCH FRAMEWORK
In this study, article comments about free meals are analyzed
by sensibility analysis. Automatic classification algorithm of
positive opinion and negative opinion about social conflict can
be suggested by sensibility analysis. In order to grasp the major
factor of social conflict, the comments are classified and based
on the policy.
For the sensibility analysis of comment, the process of this
study is shown below. First, data preprocessing is used to
process the collected data. Second, the KoNLP of R package is
used to process the morphological analysis for extracting the
vocabulary. The constructing of morphological analysis and
sentiment dictionary are the important component parts of
automatic classification algorithm. This process is necessary to
select the word. Third, presented algorithm is explained.
A. Data description
In this paper, data is collected in the Naver news
ranking-main comments for getting the reliable data. The search
method is that uses the keyword of ”Free Meals” to search news
comment data in the Naver news ranking-main comments. The
comments data is collected from October 24th 2010 to January
10th 2012 which data is about the controversies of middle and
primary school free meals in Seoul. The search result was that
2004 comments data was collected in Naver news ranking-main
comments. The data was deleted which data was the positive
opinion and negative opinion were not clearly divided or neutral
comment. After cleaning the data, there was 767 comments data
was used.
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V. CONCLUSION

B. The sentiment vocabulary extraction
Sentiment Word is an important reason that positive and
negative of online comment opinion is classified. In this study,
there were 180 positive comments and negative comments to be
extracted at random and processed morphological analysis
which comments had tagging for classifying sentiment word.
After extracting, the regular words were cleared up.
 These words are removed which the frequency of word is
appeared less than 2.
 These words are removed which word has difficult vocabulary
in English and Chinese.
 Conjunction and internet terms are removed.

This paper aim to suggest positive/negative decision about
social issue classification algorithm. We have performed
sentiment dictionary construction after collecting news
comment about social issue and building the sentiment
dictionary. For analysis first we progress natural language.
Second we build sentiment dictionary against 961 pieces of
positive vocabulary and 1197 pieces of negative vocabulary.
Finally, we carry out sentiment analysis using 767 news
comments. As a result, this paper shows a performances of
70.29% accuracy and 81.17% F1-score.
This paper had been restricted social issue -“free meals”. And
we don‟t proceed qualitative research about contents analysis.
So we will study contents analysis for qualitative research.

C. The sentiment vocabulary extraction
In this section, sentiment dictionary was constituted by the
executed sentiment word in 3.2 section. This sentiment
dictionary is used to distinguish the Positive-Negative of
sentence. There were 767 Positive-Negative comment was
applied sentiment classification algorithm. The amount of
Positive-Negative words was searched. If the amount of
Positive words is more than the amount of Negative words, the
words about Tweets are distinguished as Positive. And if the
amount of Positive words is less than the amount of Negative
words or the amount is 0, the words about Tweets are
distinguished as Negative.
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